Uncertain Meanings

Crystal Rivers had suffered many things throughout her life, but none was more shocking than
the untimely death of her husband. Learning that her in-laws were not the loving people they
claimed to be, she soon finds herself in the arms of her only living relativeâ€¦her elderly, Aunt
Milly. Now with child, Crystal is determined to create a new world for her and her unborn
baby on the majestic farm that she herself once enjoyed as a child. Falling in love was not part
of that plan, but many things were about to come to pass that Crystal could have never
imagined. Deceit and an attempt on her and her childâ€™s life would test her will to survive,
to the very core of Crystalâ€™s sanity.
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Definition of uncertain - not able to be relied on; not known or definite. Uncertain definition,
not definitely ascertainable or fixed, as in time of occurrence, number, dimensions, or quality.
See more.
Uncertain definition is - not known beyond doubt: dubious. How to use uncertain in a
sentence. Uncertainty definition is - the quality or state of being uncertain: doubt. How to use
uncertainty in a sentence. Synonym Discussion of uncertainty. Free thesaurus definition of
uncertain about something from the Macmillan English Dictionary - a free English dictionary
online with thesaurus and with. Synonyms for uncertain at danceonpartyon.com with free
online thesaurus, antonyms, and Find descriptive alternatives for uncertain. see definition of
uncertain. uncertain definition: The definition of uncertain is not definite or not confirmed. (
adjective) An example of uncertain is if you are not sure what you are going to be .
In no uncertain terms definition: If you say that someone tells a person something in no
uncertain terms, you are Meaning, pronunciation, translations and. uncertain - Meaning in
Kannada, what is meaning of uncertain in Kannada dictionary, audio pronunciation, synonyms
and definitions of uncertain in Kannada. Define unsure. unsure synonyms, unsure
pronunciation, unsure translation, English dictionary definition of unsure. adj. 1. Lacking
confidence. 2. Uncertain of the.
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